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Abstract
Capital equipment suppliers designing and building vacuum 
coating systems for commercial High Volume Manufacturing 
processes often find they must simultaneously optimize multiple 
key performance results that turn out to all depend on the same 
set of hardware and process variables, but that also are in conflict 
with each other in some unfortunate way, such that for any single 
process of record a reasonable compromise must always be sought. 
To best understand how performance follows deliberate variations 
in hardware design and process variable settings, the question for 
the design engineer becomes whether simulation, or prototyping, 
provides the better answer. We offer in this article details about 
our experience, using both computational models and a judicious 
amount of prototyping, on improving PVD-based metallization 
for crystalline silicon photovoltaic cell manufacturing in a linear 
transport-based system employing a linear scanning magnetron.

Introduction
Vacuum sputtering technology is a science almost 150 years old 
as of this writing, with the inventor Thomas Edison being the first 
person to make effective commercial use of it in 1902 [1]. However, 
many aspects of the technology still remain obscure to Physical 
Vapor Deposition (PVD) system designers today. One reason for 
this is the multiple families of sputter tool configurations used. 

Currently, three types of sputtering systems are being actively 
used by Industry: rotatable target magnetrons, rotating magnetrons, 
and static magnetrons. Rotatable target magnetrons are widely used 
for applications such as large area coatings. In this implementation 
of sputtering technology, magnets are mounted inside a rotating 
cylindrical target, and deposition proceeds from the outside of the 
cylindrical target to a work piece placed above, below, or to the 
side. Rotating magnetrons use static disk-shaped targets and have 
a magnetic array that is rotating in a plane parallel to the target. 
Rotating magnetrons are actively used by the vacuum coating 
industry in applications such as depositing magnetic and other 
films on hard disk storage media. Static magnetrons use stationary 
targets and stationary magnets. In this configuration, a magnetic 
“racetrack” is projected through the target surface, and into the 
plasma, resulting in a distinctive target erosion pattern and, often, a 
relatively short target life.

Many PVD targets are very expensive and represent a significant 
component of cost of ownership in vacuum coating applications. 
The effective efficiency of target usage is represented by target 
utilization (TU). TU is measured by the difference between initial 
target weight and the weight at the end of its useful life. Projected 
TU can be determined for targets that are only partially eroded. 
Industrial uses of sputtering processes require that some safety 
offset, equal perhaps to 0.25-0.5mm remaining target thickness, be 
built into the target maintenance cycle, so that a target is never fully 
depleted, or burned through. Being able to maximize productive 
time on a PVD system without risking burn through depends on 

how well the particular sputtering process was characterized in the 
first place, and how tightly controlled it is in volume manufacturing. 
Rotatable target magnetrons have very high TU, ranging from 
70-90%. Rotating magnetrons can have target utilizations in the 
50-60% range, while static magnetrons generally have much lower 
target utilization, somewhere in the 25-45% range.

Rotatable target and rotating magnetrons are characterized as 
having very complex and expensive designs of their magnetic 
plasma sources, vacuum/atmospheric pressure separation, heat 
sinks, motion and rotation drives. Static magnetron sources, while 
their TU is low, have designs that are much simpler (with no 
moving parts!) than the other families, and are thus usually cheaper 
to manufacture and to purchase.

At Intevac, we have introduced a fourth type of magnetron 
source [2,3] which combines the simplicity of a static magnetron 
geometry with a planar mechanical motion of the magnetic 
array. This configuration enables users to achieve much higher 
target utilizations than with a completely static source due to the 
advantageous “smearing” of target erosion over a larger surface than 
that of a magnetically bounded racetrack. Additional advantages 
of the design include removal of re-deposition from the target and 
elimination of target poisoning. This design is also not prone to 
creating nodules that form around erosion tracks, typical when 
sputtering various target materials.

We have developed over our history several small-target scanning 
PVD sources, first for the HDD media drive industry and, later, 
for display cover glass applications. Subsequently, this source 
development included thin film solar cell applications and large 
target based silicon solar backside metallization applications. PVD 
is being increasingly used in solar cell manufacturing for advanced 
cell architectures (bi-facial, PERT and IBC cell designs) utilizing 
back reflectors and also for barrier-seed applications, where 
precision sputtering of copper, aluminum, NiV, titanium and other 
alloys is required.

In order to build an effective high throughput, 4000 wafers/hour, 
production sputtering system it is important to have the plasma 
magnetron source design well understood, well characterized, and 
then perfected to achieve the best possible target utilization while 
simultaneously meeting stringent requirements for substrate film 
uniformity and deposition rate. For solar cell applications, we are 
simultaneously sputtering at least five 125/156 mm silicon wafers 
arranged side-by-side on a common carrier, in a sputtering chamber 
where the magnetron plasma track is approximately 1 meter wide, 
to accommodate the string of wafers across the carrier (Figures 
1(A,B)). Industrial HVM sputtering in the PV industry is typically 
implemented with multiple plasma chambers on a single system, 
where the wafers are subjected to sputtering of different metal layers 
in a production system that can have 4-8 PVD chambers, and where 
the length of each chamber is largely determined by silicon wafer 
speed, rate of deposition and stability of plasma production.

The design engineering process for the mechanical design and 
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optimization of plasma-based vacuum coating chambers requires 
both structural analysis and thermal analysis of targets and heat 
sinks. Structural analysis is used to determine target and heat sink 
deformation and to define required structural reinforcements 
to bear the force of pressure differentials, for example. Thermal 
analysis is used to determine the temperatures of key elements to 
avoid de-bonding and melting of PVD targets and their backing 
plates. A fluid mechanics analysis to determine the efficiency of heat 
transfer in heat sinks also comes into play.

All of the above mentioned analyses are routinely performed 
at Intevac using ANSYS multi-physics simulations and multi-
objective optimization [8], but are outside the scope of the present 
article, where we are focused on PVD source magnetics and 
motion. In this article we will be discussing our approach to the 
continued optimization of our source and magnetron designed 
for High Volume Manufacturing (HVM) of multicrystalline and 
monocrystalline silicon solar photovoltaic cells, updates of which 
we have been reporting in a series of presentations [4-7]. 

Linear Scanning Magnetron Array Design and Schematics
The key to the development and design of the magnetron source lies 
in the multi-pole magnet (magpack) design, which remains a kind 
of “dark art” of the industry, known to and mastered by a very few. 

A magpack is an assembly of magnets that are facing the back 
of the sputter target, with sides of opposite polarities arranged 
together to create closed loop magnetic lines (where Bz is equal to 
zero). That in turn creates a closed loop E x B field in the sputter 
plasma, leading to additional collisions of electrons through field-
induced spiral motion. This increases plasma ionization, plasma 
density and reduces process voltages. Magnet tracks can vary in 
shape, (especially in turn areas) spatial width and local magnetic 
strength. The interplay of these parameters can create many design 
possibilities and improve process solutions. When these variations 
are averaged by rotational or linear motion they simultaneously 
create new design challenges and rewards.

We have a history of developing our own sputtering and multi-
pole magnet arrays for both rotating magnetrons, static and linear 
scanning magnet sources.

Key considerations for pole designs are:
1) Magnetic flux density that is normal to target Bz (Br) at   

 required projected distance
2) Magnet track width (L)
3) Distance between North and South poles
4) Magnet material selection (AlNiCo, Samarium Cobalt,   

 Neodymium Boron) with the maximum stored energy   
 expressed in MGOe (megagauss-oerstead (cgs) or tesla-A/m (SI)). 

5) Target pass-through flux (PTF) for magnetic target materials.
Both (1) and (2) are tightly intertwined with the geometry of the 

source design, heat sink thickness, target thickness, and chamber 
length. At worst, the magnetic flux (Bz) will not be sufficient to 
ignite a sputtering plasma at the required process pressures, the 
process voltages will be too high for stable plasma power control, 
or the resulting spitting and micro-arcs (due to higher voltage) will 
cause too many film defects. These designs are to be avoided.

Over-reaching magnetic flux will lead to unacceptably large 
magnet dimensions or magnet energy product (MGOe) which 
bring with them an associated increase in cost, increased difficulty 
in assembly, maintenance and assembly safety issues, increased 

plasma/erosion “racetrack” size and eddy current losses during 
magnet motion. Plasma ionization efficiency eventually saturates 
with increases in Bz (Bz>1000G), thus over-reaching may not 
provide any gains, or at least will have considerably diminished 
returns.

Figures 1(A, B) depict Intevac’s Matrix System and the LSMA™ 
design schematic. Silicon substrates pass under a metal PVD 
target over which lies a linear moving magnetic array which has a 
characteristic trapezoidal velocity profile as the array moves back 
and forth across the width of the target, shown on Figure 1(C). 
The LSMA™ motion system can accommodate dynamically stable 
operation with moving magnets often exceeding 20 kg in weight 
and acceleration/deceleration in the 4-8 g range. As follows from 
Figure 1(C), motion deceleration leads to more sputtering time at 
scan end points, thus leading to deeper erosion grooves at the target 
ends. 

Figures 1(A,B). PVD Matrix deposition system (A) and linear  
scanning magnetic array (LSMA™) schematics (B).

Figure 1(C). LSMA erosion and motion profiles-motion deceleration leads to more sputtering time at scan 
end points leading to deeper grooves at the ends. These grooves become factors limiting TU; -“inner” groove is 
always deeper and represents a limiting factor. This effect is due to the shape of the “static” erosion profile.

Magnet Development Process Flow
The design and development process used for an optimal PVD 
process module configuration starts with optimizing the magnetic 
array configuration itself. This is a virtual, computer-aided design 
step (no metal is cut at this point), and includes the development of 
a static magnetic field computer model, where magnetic properties 
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are assigned to active magnets and to magnetic materials, and 
where properties are also assigned to nonmagnetic elements in the 
assembly. The design process flow is shown in Figures 2A (static 
analysis) and 2B (motion analysis).

The resulting magnetostatic computations are presented in a 
form representing the magnetic field components (Bx, By, Bz) on 
the target surface or in the vicinity of that surface. The magnetic 
plasma containment track is determined by searching for locations 
where the perpendicular component of magnetic field Bz=0, while 
considering variations in Bx and By along this track. Magnetic field 
characteristics are studied for various sizings of the magnetic array 
configuration, for various magnet dimensions, for various distances 
between magnets and target, and for various target thicknesses. 
The objective here is to provide specific field strengths at certain 
distances away from the magnets. This effective working design 
distance usually depends on source design and can vary between 12 
to 30 mm, realizing that with increasing distance the magnetic field 
gets progressively weaker and it is therefore harder to ignite and 
sustain the plasma. This distance is usually controlled by the stacked 
thicknesses of the space or gap between the magnets and the heat 
sink, the heat sink thickness, and the target thickness.

The strength of N or S polarity can be selectively increased in 
the magnet array, creating balanced or unbalanced magnetron 
configurations that affect maximum field strengths, target erosion 

profiles and widths, and erosion concentration in the middle of the 
target. Magnetic field characteristics are extracted from the erosion 
track profile and theoretical erosion profiles are calculated. These 
profiles allow estimations of the “static” target utilization. Once 
the final virtual design is selected, engineers build the first physical 
magnetic array prototype and evaluate its magnetic properties 
using a planar Hall Effect 2D magnetic scan instrument. These 
results are compared with the computational model for consistency 
and theoretical erosion profiles are confirmed on the basis of real 
experimental magnetic field data. If these results meet the designer’s 
expectations the first hardware design iteration is finalized. 
Subsequent design iterations can also be used to further improve 
local field distribution to affect finer performance details.

LSMA™ Erosion Considerations and Simulations
The next step of the analysis utilizes experimentally extracted 
magnetic field (or previously computed magnetic field) data to 
estimate the resulting 2D LSMA erosion profile that is due to the 
magnet array motion described in Figure 1(C). A computational 
model was developed allowing the effect of many individual “static” 
magnetic array positions (for example trapezoidal velocity profile) 
with weighting functions to account for time variations of each 
step to be superimposed allowing various motion scenarios to be 
factored in, including motion endpoint overlaps as shown in Figure 3A. 
Overlaps of various magnitudes and sequences can then be 
considered as a way to smooth transitions and reduce deep grooves 
at end points.

Variations in static magnetic field characteristics lead to 
substantial possible variations in PVD target erosion, with the 
largest variations located usually on the periphery of the target. 
Localized grooves and corner holes, for example (Figure 3(A)), can 
severely affect target utilization of a moving LSMA, even when the 
static magnet configuration has a very reasonable target erosion 
profile or when the erosion profile is very good in the middle of the 
target. 

What typical sputtering target erosion pitfalls can be attributed 
to less-than-optimal magnetron designs? “Endpoint grooves” are 
formed because of a combination of endpoint motion start/stop 
delays and result from having half the plasma racetrack (due to its 
geometry) project itself twice longer at the deep endpoint groove. 
“Edge grooves” are formed due to the fact that the turn-around 
area of the plasma racetrack is, most of the time, larger than the 
equivalent area in the middle of racetrack, thus causing more 
erosion. “Corner holes” appear when edge grooves and endpoint 
grooves are superimposed on each other.

Optimizing both the shapes of the static magnetic field with its 
resultant static erosion profile, and the magnet array motion with its 
dynamic erosion profile can result in significant reduction of these 
pitfalls (shown also on Figure 3A). These results lead to largely 
improved target utilization, which is the designer’s goal.

Motion Profile Effects
The computational model was developed to estimate motion profile 
effects where simulating the productivity limiting case of middle-of-
target erosion was a primary interest. The model’s inputs are specific 
1-D static erosion distributions, from which it outputs the effects 
on target utilization of changes in array motion overlaps, changes in 
magnet motion speeds, and variations of acceleration/deceleration. 
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Figure 2A. Design Process Flow – Static Analysis showing magnetic racetrack.

Figure 2B. Design Process Flow –Motion Analysis showing magnetic racetrack, possibility of 
grooves and four critical corner spots (holes) shown in red.
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Two normalized parameters were utilized to characterize motion. 
Factor ‘F’ represents the difference between time spent in the 
middle of the target versus the same distance at the target’s ends. A 
smaller ‘F’ results in faster acceleration/deceleration, with F=1 being 
the idealized situation, where acceleration is instant. The velocity 
ratio, Vr, characterizes the difference in magnet speed vs wafer 
speed of the linear wafer transport. For a given motor acceleration/
deceleration, reductions in the magnet speed lead to reductions 
in the F factor. The results shown in Figure 3B demonstrate that 
increasing the pole velocity leads to a marked reduction in target 
utilization, and that motion overlap (offset) can lead to significant 
improvements in target utilization, which becomes more obvious at 
higher pole motion speeds. 

One can conclude here that there is an optimal offset distance. 
Improvements are reduced when the overlap is too big and the 
optimal distance is dependent on acceleration/deceleration.

Figure 3(B). Combined Effect of motion offset distance and pole velocity on resulting target utilization
for two acceleration/deceleration factors (F=3 (left), 4 (center)). A generic target erosion profile is shown on 
the right.

The effects of acceleration/deceleration on idealized erosion 
profiles are presented in Figure 3C. Spending relatively longer 
time at the travel endpoints (higher F factor) associated with lower 
acceleration/deceleration cases, results in deeper erosion grooves, 
thus leading to poor utilization of target material from the middle. 
A generic erosion profile used for this analysis resulted in target 
utilizations of 77% for F=1 and 52% for F=10. The data shown on 
Figure 3(D) demonstrate that a turn position offset in the array 
motion cycle can result in improvements in target utilization from 
60 to 70%, with diminishing gains as the offset is further increased 
from its optimal value.

Deposition Uniformity: Simulations
For thin film uniformity analysis, a 2D planar ray tracing method 
was used. This method allows us to consider the effects of chamber 

height, chamber length, substrate size, speed ratio, and sputtering 
flux angular distribution on lead-to-trail uniformity distributions in 
our carrier-based PVD system, as depicted in Figure 4A.

The computational model is transient and the magnets usually 
move much faster than the substrates, therefore representing the 
greater simulation challenge. Substrate motion is resolved and 
accounted for at every magnet position change, with magnet speed 
determining the smallest time step the model needs to consider. 
Material fluxes to the substrate are calculated using ray tracing 
method at every position instance, and are then subsequently 
integrated for the entire motion period a given substrate sees (in-
out). Flux sputtering from the target has an angular dependence 
(cosine distribution) and is treated as a point source. The model 
estimates film uniformity as a superposition of the mass fluxes 
obtained at multiple substrate positions as the substrate moves 

Figure 3(A). Example of Simulated Target Erosion Profiles for LSMA. In house developed software 
for analysis of moving magnet erosion profiles. Overlapping scans can allow better averaging of 
scanning end-point effects.

continued on page 52

Figure 3(C). Effect of Acceleration/deceleration (F factor) on target utilization for fixed magnet velocity. 
Utilization is shown in % in each figure.

Figure 3(D). Effect of Scan Offset Position on target utilization. Scan overlap is used to weaken negative 
effects described in Figure 3(A). New variables are thus introduced: number of overlapping cycles (min 2) and 
offset distances. Their optimal values will depend on motion speed profile and characteristics of static erosion 
profile of a given magnet array.

Figure 4(A). Computational Analysis of Sputtering Deposition Lead to Trail Uniformity
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under the target. In the case where substrate uniformity requires 
additional improvement, selective modifications of the magnetic 
field are considered and the design is iterated again until we meet 
the desired optimum balance of target utilization and deposition 
uniformity.

Figure 4(B). Computational findings for lead-to-trail uniformity showing dependency on the velocity ratio , Vr.

We discovered that uniformity for each given substrate moving 
through the PVD chamber is largely dependent on the velocity 
ratio, and that this dependency can be represented as decaying 
oscillations (Figure 4(B)), where fairly small changes in the velocity 
ratio result in noticeable changes in uniformity (2-8%). This is 
due to the continuous and independent motions of the substrates 
and of the magnets, which is required for an uninterrupted, high 
throughput, conveyor-style motion in our linear transport system, 
where it is not possible to consistently align the “lead” position 
of each incoming substrate with the position of the magnet array 
over the target as the lead substrate enters the PVD chamber. 
Computations demonstrate that a velocity ratio >4.5 is required to 
consistently produce deposition uniformity better than 5%. The 
experimental results shown on Figure 4(C) demonstrate a very 
close correspondence with the computed results, attesting to our 
model’s usefulness in practice.

Deposition Uniformity: Experimental Measurements
Substrates pass through the deposition zone of the Matrix PVD 
system on a consecutive series of carriers, with films being 
deposited in pass-by mode. To characterize deposition uniformity, 
Nickel-Vanadium (NiV) films of thicknesses from 90 – 100 nm 
were deposited on silicon substrates (156 x 156 mm, 5 substrates / 
carrier), as would be characteristic of a standard PV metallization 
process. The LSMA scan mode (scanning parameters) was varied 
systematically throughout the optimization process, as described 
below. Film thicknesses and uniformities were measured by X-ray 
Fluorescence (XRF). The effects of LSMA scanning mode on target 
utilization were evaluated by erosion profile scans, and by taking 
weight measurements of spent targets. 

The results presented in Figure 4(C) confirm trends established 
by computational analysis, and demonstrate our ability to 
considerably improve production deposition uniformity by 
increasing the velocity ratio in the PVD process, while the 
results presented in Figure 4(D) also confirm that motion 
profile optimization (via change in position offsets) can help to 
significantly improve uniformity from the range of 6 to 2%. 
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Figure 4(C). Experimental Results showing film thickness uniformity dependence on velocity ratio.

Figure 4(D). Experimental Results showing film uniformity dependence on motion profile (scan mode) (3 left 
side graphs). The target erosion profile is shown on the right side.

Close analyses of uniformity and target utilization trade-offs 
show that they are, unfortunately, in conflict with each other (see 
Figure 5(A)); therefore, for each single process of record we must 
seek and accept a reasonable compromise.

In Figure 5(B) we demonstrate comparisons of several optimized 
target erosion profiles experimentally measured at the end of target 
life. Targets had starting thicknesses between 6 to 7 mm, and target 
lifetime is generally (depending on material) in a range between 
3500 to 5000 kWh of use. With typical process settings of 10 to 
20 kW for the power supplies, target erosion experiments can 
easily take between 3 to 6 weeks. This emphasizes the importance 
of computational analysis, as experimentally confirming design 
iterations quickly become time prohibitive.

Overall target utilizations by weight between 65 to 70% were 
achieved at production conditions, (POR), while mid-target 
measurements demonstrated target utilizations as high as 78%, 
thus indicating possibilities for continued future improvements. 
Figure 5C demonstrates matching photographs of a Titanium target 
eroded to the end of life.

Figure 5(A). Film thickness uniformity (left) and target utilization (right), showing dependency on velocity 
ratio and scan mode for a titanium target. These are data for a set of 7 carriers (35 substrates) moving in the 
tool one after another. As pole speed increases, uniformity improves and then saturates close to 2%. Target 
utilization trend is opposite.
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Figure 5 (B). Comparative erosion profiles and target utilization for both copper and titanium targets. This 
was achieved by design optimization. Overlapping scans can improve TU by as much as 10%; however, if offset 
motion is large TU will decrease.

 

Figure 5 (C). Photographs of Ti target eroded to end of life with 4900 KWH and 70% target utilization by 
weight.

Conclusions
PVD target utilization is one of the most important metrics 
associated with the vacuum based sputter deposition processes 
used in High Volume Manufacturing industrial applications. As 
target utilization increases there is a steady reward in terms of 
decreased maintenance time (equipment down time) allocated 
for target changes, and also a reward for maximizing use of an 
expensive target. As PVD targets erode, however, other deposited 
film properties, for example the uniformity of deposition, must 
remain within the control limits set until the end of target life 
is reached. In our work for commercial silicon photovoltaic cell 
manufacturing, we relied heavily on computational & experimental 
design methodology to develop and optimize our state-of-the-art 
LSMA PVD plasma source. 

The experimental results we obtained closely resembled the 
computational models, both qualitatively and quantitatively, 
and greatly helped speed development by avoiding the lengthy, 
cost-prohibitive experimental erosions on targets that would be 
necessary to conduct Design of Experiments or random “what-if ” 
experiments. 

Our study demonstrated that target utilization (TU) can 
be significantly improved either by reducing the acceleration/
deceleration time of our moving magnet array as it reaches the 
ends of its scan, or by reducing the magnet motion speed overall. 
Further, we modeled and observed that the magnetic pole design 
can affect/eliminate pinhole formation or left/right side groove 
formation on our planar targets. This too can significantly improve 
TU. Our experience was that overlapping scans (over-scanning) 
can improve TU by as much as 10%; however, if the offset motion 
is too large then TU will decrease. Another important result from 
our work has been to learn that the acceleration/deceleration weight 

factor (F) is critical in improving performance. 
Overall, we obtained lead-to-trail uniformity <2% in our 

carrier-based PVD system with scan-to-substrate speed ratios 
Vr >8. An increase in magnet motion speed improves film 
thickness uniformity (but decreases target utilization), and motion 
optimization can substantially improve uniformity into the 2-5% 
range. With judicious design, and depending on target materials 
and their specific properties, the LSMA can achieve TUs in the 65 to 
70% range. We continue with our source improvement work from 
here, looking to achieve next, the 75% utilization milestone.
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